Online Live Classes for IES+GATE+PSU-2019
(Exclusively For Electronics&Comm and Electrical)
Salient Features of Course:
1. These classes are simply broadcast of normal offline classes conducted in classroom.
2. 3 hrs live classes in weekdays after 07.00 PM & 5-6 Hrs classes in week-ends
3. Doubts can be asked in between live classes by use of text messages or voice messages and reply
will be given on board during live classes.

4. Duration of total course is more than 15 months in which Prelim and GATE exam syllabus will be
over by 1st week of Dec. classes for main exam will be from Feb to April

5. There will be assignment discussion after every topic followed by topic tests.
6. Hand written class notes, Theory booklet, objective&conventional assignment
will be provided for every subject by post (For detail of material Refer postal course)

7. Video and audio quality is the best available in India for these live classes.
8. Best class notes, best class material, best test series and best assignments
9. Enjoy classes by best teacher in your comfort zone.
10.Videos on Demand (VOD) will be automatically saved after completion of class in your account.
11.Test series for GATE and IES will be part of this course.
12.All Faculties will be IES&GATE toppers with relevant teaching experience
Advantages of online live classes:
1. More time for self study, Classes from the best faculty and study in comfort zone
2. Classes will be in detail and more practice of Qs as faculty will teach only one session.
3. Availability of backup classes, can be access from anywhere and any time
4. No worry if you miss classes or not able to understand in first time because all classes will be saved
in your account after class so you can access any time and many time
5. Freedom of asking any type of Q in class as no hesitation in such type of class
6. Lot of time saving as no time is wasted in transportation
7. More competitive environment as large number of students attend single session
8. Cost effective and no need to stay in metro cities for attending regular classes
9. More concentration and no distraction and safe&secure because no need of movement
10. Classes are regular so far better than attending week end classes.

11.Hand written class notes will be already available to you so you can be well prepared before
attending live classes and can ask many Questions during classes.
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Why Classes at PANACEA for Electronics&Comm and Electrical Engineering:
Best Faculties:
1. This Institute is Exclusively for Electronics&Communication and Electrical Engineering.
2. This Institute is headed by IES AIR-03& GATE topper in ECE with 17 yrs teaching experience
3. All technical faculties are IES and GATE toppers with relevant teaching experience.
4. Separate team of 7-8 faculties for non technical subjects like Maths, Aptitude &ESE Paper-1
5. Most of the faculties of non technical subjects are IAS qualified persons and top MBAs.

Best result:
1. In ESE-2014&15 Both AIR-01 in ECE and EE are from our institute.
2. In ESE-2016 result is 3 in Top-5 and in ESE-2017 4 in Top-8
3. In ECE we have around 50% selection out of total selections in ESE-2014,15,16&17
4. Thousands of IES are selected so far and thousands of students placed in various PSUs
5. We have the best percentage of selections in ESE-2017 & GATE-2017 in India.
6. Almost all students have qualified GATE exams and are placed in various PSUs in same session.

Best class notes and study material with short cut methods:
1.

Our class notes are the best in country and students of other institute also study our class notes.

2.

Coverage of subject is too vast and starts from basics and is totally exam oriented.

3.

In GATE-2017 and ESE-18 most of the Questions were directly from our class notes

4.

Our assignment contains all last 25 years IES &GATE Questions and are done in class only

5.

Special attention is given on short cut methods for solving objective and conventional Qs.

6.

Special doubt clearing sessions are arranged 1 month before GATE and IES exam.

Best test Series and conventional paper sessions:
1.

Both Online and offline test series are available and our all tests are synchronized with exam

2.

GATE Test series contains 10 topic and 10 Full mock tests with full discussion (Dec-Jan)

3.

IES Test series contains14 topic tests and 3 Full Mock Tests with full discussion

4.

Regular topic wise tests along with discussion and many surprise tests
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Fast and error free exam solutions:
1.

Most of the students in India check their solution with our institute detailed solutions

2.

Since last 12 years we are the only institute who is giving detailed solutions of both objective and
conventional papers of IES exam on same day.

3.

We were the first Institute in country who gave GATE-2015,16&17 detailed solutions

4.

After Releasing of IIT Keys for GATE -2015,16 &17our solutions were found most authentic

How to register For “Live Online classes”
Registration can be done by directly filling online form on our web site www.panaceainstitute.org.in. and
then payment can be done directly through Gateway at website only after filling registration form.
For any query call at: 09811382221,09911382221 E-mail: panacea.institute@gmail.com
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